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A new compact design of monopole antenna for triple-band WLAN/WiMAX applications with two band-notches based on broadband antenna is presented. By introducing a stub loaded ground and two new paperclip structures etched on radiation patch, a compact overall dimension 31 mm × 33 mm × 1 mm and three separated operating bands effectively covering 2.4/5.2/5.8 GHz WLAN bands and 2.5/3.5/5.5 GHz WiMAX bands can be achieved. Compared with familiar U type slot, the introduced compact paperclip structure can save about 37% of dimension regions, which could effectively improve efficiency of band-notch formation. Simulated and measured results demonstrate that the proposed antenna has good dipole-like radiation characteristics with appreciable gain across the operating bands. Besides, main parameters of the two etched paper clip structures are investigated to control the positions and bandwidths of the two stop-bands, respectively, on basis of which the three working bands can be adjusted independently.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, in order to satisfy the ever-growing requirements of miniaturized size, multiband, and omnidirectional pattern antenna for multisystem, a great number of significant researches and designs have been undertaken, especially for the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN: 2.4–2.48, 5.15–5.35, and 5.72–5.85 GHz) and the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX: 2.5–2.69, 3.40–3.69, and 5.25–5.85 GHz) in the modern communication systems. Compared with the broadband antenna, the multiband antenna can effectively filtrate the unnecessary bands [1, 2], which will reduce the system interference and complex for multimode operations. As a result, various kinds of multiband antennas including dual-band and triple-band antennas with different structures, such as those in [3–11], have been proposed to meet the applications for both multiband wireless communication systems. Firstly, two bands were involved in [3] by using a pair of multibranch strips in the radiator; a coplanar waveguide- (CPW-) fed printed monopole antenna with an n-shaped slot for dual-band operation was proposed in [4] and a complementary electric field coupled (CELC) resonator was loaded in the ground plane of a conventional patch antenna to achieve dual-band operation in [5]. Furthermore, in [6–11], some triband antennas have been presented. A single-cell metamaterial loading was introduced to design triple-band monopole antenna in [6]. A cavity-backed slot antenna was presented for triple-band wireless communication in [7] by a wide Z-like slot replacing the traditional rectangular slot. A coplanar waveguide- (CPW-) fed planar monopole antenna with two bent slots for WiMAX and WLAN applications was also proposed in [8]. However, only two bands were involved in [3–5]; the Y-shaped monopole antenna in [6] did not cover the 5.2 (5.15–5.35 GHz) WLAN and 5.5 (5.25–5.85 GHz) WiMAX bands, and only triple WLAN band operation was included in [7], which reduced their application in the multimode portable devices. The designed antenna in [8] was inspired by TL-MTM work and cutting an L-shaped slot on the ground, which might increase the cost or complexity for practical design. The overall dimensions of the antennas were with large sizes 54 mm × 55 mm × 1 mm in [9],...
41.5 mm × 27 mm × 1 mm in [10], and 52 mm × 26 mm × 0.5 mm in [11], which somehow limited the integrated design in compact wireless communication system.

In this research, a new compact design of triple-band printed antenna for WLAN/WiMAX applications is proposed by using two band-notches on basis of broadband antenna. As the introduction of two novel compact etched paper clip structures and a stub loaded ground, a compact overall dimension 31 mm × 33 mm × 1 mm and three separated operating bands effectively covering 2.4/5.2/5.8 GHz WLAN bands and 2.5/3.5/5.5 GHz WiMAX bands can be achieved. The results of measurement show that the antenna can well cover three separated impedance bandwidths of 620 MHz (2.34–2.96 GHz), 780 MHz (3.19–3.97 GHz), and 940 MHz (4.92–5.86 GHz), which satisfy the requirements of both 2.4/5.2/5.8 GHz WLAN bands and 2.5/3.5/5.5 GHz WiMAX bands. Meanwhile, the antenna has good radiation pattern performance and stable gains in the three working frequency bands. Moreover, both the working positions and the bandwidths of the notched bands can be tuned, respectively, which will help it perform better in more flexible multimode design and application.

2. Design and Analysis of the Present Antenna

Figure 1 shows the geometries of the proposed three-band monopole antenna for WLAN and WiMAX applications, which includes two new etched paper clip structures s1 and s2 on the radiation patch and a stub loaded ground. These two slots are etched with a width of 0.5 mm. The present antenna is fed with 50 Ω microstrip line and fabricated on a 1 mm thick FR4 substrate with a relative permittivity of 4.4 and a loss tangent of 0.02. The radiation element and microstrip feed line shift 0.5 mm to the left side of the substrate for better impedance matching. The above corresponding parameters are achieved by commercial simulation software HFSS [12]. The practical fabricated two antennas, including a present triple-band antenna and broadband antenna for the reference, are displayed in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).

The simulated and measured results of the proposed broadband antenna and triple-band antenna are presented in Figure 3. We can observe, respectively, that the measured results, which were performed by using a vector network analyzer (Agilent 8719ES), have good agreement with the simulated results. The small shift between measured and simulated values mainly due to the fabrication and measurement error and the influence of the SMA port is also not considered. Besides, the original broadband antenna for reference works from 2.8 GHz to 5.7 GHz and the proposed triple-band antenna can effectively cover three separated impedance
In Figure 4, we make a comparison of clip type slot and U type slot to illustrate the improvement of the designed clip slot. In the condition of the same length, the antenna with the two different slots can reach almost the same center-rejected frequency point and bandwidth of the notched bands, as is shown in Figure 4, which indicate that the antenna with clip type slot obviously becomes smaller. In detail, the dimensions of the etched clip type slot and the U type slot are 9 mm × 3.9 mm and 8 mm × 7 mm, respectively. As a result, the dimensions of the clip type slot have a practical decrease for 37%. Thus, the presented radiator with clip type slot could effectively improve efficiency of band-notch formation.

To demonstrate the positive effect of the stub loaded ground plane, we make a comparison on the antennas with and without the loaded stub, as is depicted in Figure 5. We can clearly find that the first operating band is decreased from 2.9–3.1 GHz to 2.34–2.96 GHz when loading the L-shaped stub. The equivalent inductance on the ground plane is enlarged with the loaded stub, which results in the decrease of the resonance frequency and enables us to achieve the miniaturization of the antenna [13].

Actually, the introduction of etched paper clip structures makes two band-notches for the original broadband antenna. The frequency of band-notch can be empirically approximated by

\[ f = \frac{c}{2 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r + 1} / 2 \cdot L_{total}}, \]

where \( c \) is the speed of light in free space, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity, and \( L_{total} \) is the total length of the etched paper clip slot [14], so the initial length of the two slots can be calculated by (1). Therefore, by carefully designing the lengths of these slots, the resonant frequency can easily match the desired frequency and good dual stop-band rejection characteristic of the antenna can be obtained. Through simulation and optimization, we get the values \( L_{s1} = L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 = 33.5 \) mm and \( L_{s2} = L5 + L6 + L7 + L8 = 22.4 \) mm, which are approximately a quarter of the guided wavelength calculated at the two resonant frequency points, respectively.

In order to further show graphic understanding on the affections of the etched paper clip structures, the current is depicted in Figure 5. It can be clearly seen in Figure 5 that the two new etched paper clip slots \( s1 \) and \( s2 \) play an important role as two band-notched filters to block the limited band as is expected. Moreover, Figure 5 reveals that the bigger clip slot \( s1 \) and the smaller clip slot \( s2 \) each creates a corresponding notched band. The first stop-band is achieved by using slot \( s1 \) and the second stop-band is achieved by using slot \( s2 \). The weaker couplings of the two etched slots make us expect that the notch frequency without slot \( s1 \) or \( s2 \) can effectively estimate the position of notch frequency for the present antenna with slots \( s1 \) and \( s2 \).

In order to further show graphic understanding on the affections of the etched paper clip structures, the current
distributions on radiation patches at frequencies 3.0 and 4.8 GHz are also displayed in Figure 7. From Figure 7(a), we can see that the strong current distribution is along slot s1, which indicates that slot s1 is the major radiating element to produce the first band-notch. In Figure 7(b), larger current distribution is observed at slot s2, which means that it provides main contribution for band-notch at 4.8 GHz and the second resonance mode has been excited.

The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns for y-z plane and x-z plane at 2.5/3.5/5.5 GHz are plotted in Figure 8, respectively. It can be observed that nearly omnidirectional patterns are obtained for all three frequency bands in x-z plane, and close to bidirectional patterns in y-z plane are achieved.

Figure 9 shows the simulated and measured maximum gain of the proposed antenna. We can see that the gain falls sharply at near 3.0 and 4.8 GHz as most of the radiated power is reflected at the notch bands, from which we can conclude that the antenna exhibits stable gains in three working frequency bands. It should be noted that some shifts between simulated and measured results can be found because of the fabricated and measurement error.

3. Parameters Analysis

In this section, the main physical parameters will be investigated to show the flexible design of two notch bands, on basis of which the three working bands can be effectively designed according to the positions and bandwidths of two notches. Firstly, the lengths of the two slots will be changed to analyze their effect on the antenna’s return loss S11, which is shown in Figure 10.

By selecting different values of the main parameters carefully, the tunable characteristic for the first and second stop-band can be achieved, respectively. In Figure 10(a), when changing the parameters from state1 to state3, the antenna shows a tunable centre-rejected frequency ranging from 3.06 GHz to 3.25 GHz for the first stop-band, while the second stop-band is almost unchanged. In addition, by changing the value of L7 from 7.5 mm to 8.5 mm, the centre-rejected
frequency for the second stop-band varies from 4.72 GHz to 4.92 GHz when the first stop-band keeps nearly stable, which is plotted in Figure 10(b).

Secondly, the bandwidth of two notches will be discussed by the corresponding parameters. Figure 11 depicts the effect of varying parameters on the bandwidths of the notched bands. It can be seen that bandwidths of the two notched bands can be effectively adapted when the scales of the two slots are changed from state7 to state9 and from state10 to state12, respectively. In Figure 11(a), the bandwidth is changed by the parameters $L_1$, $L_2$, $L_3$, and $W_1$ while the second stop-band almost keeps steady as the parameters vary from state7 to state9. In Figure 11(b), when changing the parameters from state10 to state12, in which the parameters $L_5$, $L_6$, $L_7$, and $W_2$ are optimized, the second stop-band also has an adjustable bandwidth with the first one being nearly unchanged. Totally, the tunable properties of the antenna along with the parameters’ changes are very helpful for
Flexible designs of three tunable working bands, which is a better candidate for compact multimode terminal design in wireless communication system.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a new compact triple-band printed antenna has been designed and implemented by two band-notches on basis of broadband antenna. The introduction of compact etched paper clip structure can effectively save the etched dimension regions. In the present antenna design, three separated operating bands well cover tripleband WLAN/WiMAX applications, which are verified by simulated and measured results. In addition, the parameters of the two etched paper clip structures are investigated to shift the center positions and bandwidths of the two stop-bands, which make the three working bands separately adjusted for more flexible multimode applications.
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